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Discovering the Knowledge Monopoly of Law Librarianship Under the DIKW Pyramid*

Alex “Xiaomeng” Zhang**

Historical debates demonstrated that knowledge monopoly is a key to a profession. This article explores the exclusive knowledge base of the law librarianship profession through the lens of the Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom (DIKW) paradigm.
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Introduction

¶1 This article uses the Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom (DIKW) pyramid to help identify the exclusive knowledge base and practical skills that law librarians must possess to solve practical problems. Paragraphs 4–24 trace the historical debates on whether law librarianship is a profession, which focus on autonomy as a key component of a profession. The consensus is that autonomy boils down to two major issues: identifying problems and providing solutions through exclusive methods that are restricted to a profession. Both require a solid and exclusive abstract knowledge base.
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Paragraphs 25–77 discuss the epistemological approaches employed thus far to identify a knowledge basis for library and information science. This article argues that the epistemological approach is helpful to identify the nature of knowledge, but it does not reflect the moving feature of knowledge, that is, knowledge as a process to know. Therefore, the DIKW model is employed to examine the moving process. Examining law librarianship through the DIKW lens helps identify not only the abstract knowledge base but also the practical value that law librarians, as a profession, contribute exclusively and uniquely to society.

Paragraphs 78–80 propose building a strong knowledge and power base by searching for metanoia\(^1\) on three levels: by individuals, through local institutions, and through national associations.

**Knowledge Autonomy as the Core Characteristic of a Profession**

**Core Defining Characteristics of a Profession**

The word “profession” dates to the thirteenth century, though its more modern use, as an “occupation one professes to be skilled in,” appeared later during the early fifteenth century.\(^2\) In 1836, Samuel Warren described the nature and challenges of the legal profession as including “the keen competition . . . the publicity of the struggle, the obstacles impeding the acquisition of the necessary knowledge, the harassing nature of business, and of responsibility with scarce any intermission or alleviation.”\(^3\)

Defining what qualifies as a profession is no easier now than in 1915, when Abraham Flexner examined whether social work was a profession.\(^4\) Flexner started by formulating objective criteria of universally recognized professions and then examining whether a particular potential candidate, such as nursing or pharmacy, met those criteria. He first characterized learned professions like physicians and lawyers.\(^5\) He defined a profession as intellectual, learned, and practical. A profession must be intellectual in the sense that members of the profession “need to resort to the laboratory and the seminar for a constantly fresh supply of facts; and it is the steady stream of ideas, emanating from these sources, which keeps professions from degenerating into mere routine, from losing their intellectual and responsible character.”\(^6\) A profession must be learned and “the professional’s raw material is derived from the world of learning.”\(^7\) It also must be practical in object

---

5. “There are few professions universally admitted to be such—law, medicine, and preaching.” See Flexner, *supra* note 4, at 902.
6. *Id.* at 903.
7. *Id.* at 904.
and cannot be merely theoretical as an ultimate goal.8 In other words, to become a profession, an occupation must be independent. Its members must create knowledge to solve problems that can be solved only by the profession itself without relying on other professions or divisions of labor.

¶6 Max Weber, though never focused on defining “profession,” laid out the main characteristics and elements of an ideal profession (Beruf9) throughout his work, Economy and Society. In Economy and Society, Weber identifies the major characteristics that distinguish priests from sorcerers: (1) association with social organization; (2) “professional equipment of special knowledge, fixed doctrine and vocational qualifications”;10 and (3) doctrine, the outstanding marks of which are “the development of a rational system of religious concepts and . . . the development of a systematic and distinctively religious ethic based on a consistent and stable doctrine which purports to be a ‘revelation.’”11 In later chapters, he describes the development of legal professionals, the legal Honoratioren,12 which are generally understood as “those classes of persons who have (1) in some way made the occupation with legal problems a kind of specialized knowledge, and (2) enjoy among their group such a prestige that they are able to impress some peculiar characteristics upon the legal system of their respective societies.”13 George Ritzer, in Professionalization, Bureaucratization and Rationalization: The Views of Max Weber, drew eleven defining characteristics of profession embedded in Weber’s Economy and Society. Among them, a rational system of knowledge solving special problems is again considered as the core feature of a profession.14

¶7 William J. Goode, after reviewing a wide variety of definitions of “profession,” concluded that they shared two main characteristics: “(1) prolonged specialized training in a body of abstract knowledge, and (2) a collectivity or service orientation.”15 Knowledge must be organized in abstract principles and can be used to solve concrete problems. Professions must not only possess knowledge, but also create knowledge. Collective service orientation means that “the professional decision is . . . based on . . . the need of the client,” which requires control through self-regulation or external regulation, because “[o]nly to the extent that the society believes the profession is regulated by this collectivity orientation will it grant the profession much autonomy or freedom from lay supervision and control.”16 Goode again emphasized that autonomy results from the trust and approval of society, as

8. Id.
11. Id. at 426.
13. Legal Honoratioren (Rechtshonoratioren), in id. at 147.
16. Id.
a consequence of maintaining independence from other players through a rational
system of knowledge used to solve concrete problems.

¶8 Later in the 1970s, Eliot Friedson argued that “the only truly important and
uniform criterion for distinguishing professions from other occupations is the fact
of autonomy—a position of legitimate control over work.”17 The source of profes-
sional power comes from knowledge monopolies and gatekeeping.18 “Knowledge
monopolies” refer to the control over the determination and evaluation of knowl-
edge used in the work.19

The profession . . . gains special occupational autonomy on the basis of its claim that its
work is guided by knowledge too esoteric and complex for the layman to even evaluate, let
alone share, that the knowledge guiding its work is as systematic and reliable (scientific) as
the age permits and, finally, that the knowledge is schooled, stemming from a long period
of training through which every practitioner goes.20

As shown in the debate above, autonomy is established through specialized knowl-
edge to solve unique problems that can be solved only by a profession. Derived
characteristics vary among debaters, but knowledge monopoly is commonly recog-
nized as a key factor.

Is Librarianship a Profession?

¶9 What about librarianship? Does it qualify as a profession? Does it meet the
defining characteristics identified in paragraphs 4–8?

¶10 The most famous take on this issue was probably William J. Goode in 1961
through his article, The Librarian: From Occupation to Profession?21 After evaluating
librarianship based on the two core standards, specialized abstract knowledge and
service orientation,22 Goode claimed that librarianship is not a profession for two
major reasons: first, lack of “a firm knowledge base and its recognition by the rel-
levant publics,”23 and second, lack of a code of ethics regulating its service
orientation.24

¶11 More specifically, Goode argued that neither librarians nor society recog-
nized a defined set of problems that only librarians can solve. As a result, no spe-
cialized system of knowledge can develop to provide solutions to the problems that
do not exist or are not yet recognized by society. Consequently, “it is hard to know
even in what sense or for what, an occupation demands autonomy.”25 The lack of
service orientation is a consequence of the lack of abstract exclusive knowledge
system. If a librarian’s job is to help readers find solutions to their research prob-
lems, then the librarian “must work within the client’s limitations, instead of
imposing his professional categories, conceptions and authority on the client.”26

17. ELIOT FRIEDSON, PROFESSION OF MEDICINE: A STUDY OF THE SOCIOLOGY OF APPLIED KNOWLEDGE
82 (1988).
18. Id. at 167.
19. Id. at 174.
20. Id. at 341.
22. See discussion supra ¶ 7.
24. Id.
25. Id. at 316.
26. Id.
According to Goode, other recognized professions, such as lawyers and physicians, can solve problems regardless of whether the client understands what they are doing.\footnote{Goode} In contrast, librarians, whose job is to assist clients to solve problems, do not possess exclusive powers or solutions to laypeople’s problems.

\¶ Goode is not alone on this. Many others shared the same concern long before 1961. In 1951, ten years before Goode published his article, Pierce Butler started off with the same emotional conviction and ended with a very similar and unfortunate conclusion. After a brief recount of the historical development of librarianship, Butler wrote, “For we all do believe that librarianship is a profession. …But our belief here is an emotional conviction rather than a rational conclusion.”\footnote{Butler} However, after rationally examining the field of librarianship, Butler concluded, “the librarian can be a librarian only in the degree that his scholarship becomes truly professional.”\footnote{Butler}

\¶ By scholarship, Butler meant “[t]he only real unit of scholarship is one in which scientific, technological, and humanistic elements are organically integrated by their relevance to a specific cultural routine.”\footnote{Butler} He further explained that the cultural motivation, differing from lower vocational levels, must “not only be conscious and explicit, but it must be developed intellectually to the point that it becomes a specific humanistic discipline, just as distinctive and esoteric as the coordinate professional science and technology.”\footnote{Butler} He argued that all three universally recognized professions (physicians, lawyers, and engineers) possess “real scholarship,” whereas librarians do not. He recognized that “[t]he intellectual content of librarianship undoubtedly consists of three distinct branches. It deals with things and principles that must be scientifically handled, with processes and apparatus that require special understanding and skills for their operations, and with cultural motivations that can be apprehended only humanistically.”\footnote{Butler} But the real issue is that this intellectual content is not “so abstruse as to become a special professional scholarship.”\footnote{Butler} He argued that library technology is so simple that a layperson can become an experienced library user overnight. Moreover, librarianship lacks the explicit humanistic discipline. Although librarianship promotes wisdom in society, librarianship’s role is too vague and other professions promote wisdom as well. At best, librarianship can play an assisting role to the other two professions that also promote wisdom—journalism and teaching. Butler concluded that in order for librarianship to be recognized as a real profession, a librarian must have a specific humanistic perspective, and “it is only by explicit study and discipline that he can thus exploit the humanistic possibilities and probabilities of his office.”\footnote{Butler}

\¶ Although Butler and Goode seem to approach the issue from different angles, they share a common concern: librarians cannot demonstrate their value as a profession and, therefore, have a hard time being recognized by society as a profession. Butler argued that librarians must demonstrate their value by showing

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\footnotesize
\bibitem{Goode} Id.
\bibitem{Butler2} Id. at 247.
\bibitem{Butler3} Id. at 242.
\bibitem{Butler4} Id. at 243.
\bibitem{Butler5} Id. at 245.
\bibitem{Butler6} Id.
\bibitem{Butler7} Id. at 247.
\end{thebibliography}
professional scholarship, an organic thing with three aspects: scientific, technical, and humanistic. In other words, librarians must show values of the discipline in all three areas. Goode examined librarianship at a more concrete level and claimed that librarians must seek out problems for which they can provide exclusive solutions in order to claim that librarianship is a profession. Therefore, both argue that librarianship is not a profession unless librarians can show society the value of their work and services, except that Butler elaborated it from a more abstract level, whereas Goode reasoned it from a more concrete level. 35

¶15 Debaters in the 1950s and 1960s such as Butler and Goode failed to identify the knowledge monopoly of librarianship, and the lack of a theoretical systematic knowledge base in the librarianship field, according to both of them, discredits librarianship as a profession.

Is Law Librarianship a Profession?

¶16 Before we decide on whether law librarianship is a profession, we must first examine whether any distinct features distinguish law librarianship from librarianship in general. A review of the historical debates regarding whether law librarianship is a profession shows that first, law librarianship is generally considered as an intercategory of librarianship and legal profession36; second, law librarianship shares the same issue with the rest of librarianship, that is, lack of a definitive theoretical body of knowledge and public recognition as a profession; and ultimately, it lacks autonomy.

¶17 John Schultz in 1975 laid out several distinctive features of law librarianship as a profession, and once again, a knowledge base was considered key.37 Admitting doubt as to the librarian’s status as a member of a profession, Schultz claimed that “we deal with scholarly works and we have some of the trappings of professionalism.”38 He agreed that one of the attributes of professionalism is the possession of a specialized body of knowledge. However, he did not elaborate what exactly the specialized body of knowledge is and how to achieve it.

¶18 He is not the only person who has struggled to identify the knowledge base and ways to achieve it. In fact, looking back to the history of law librarianship, no consensus has yet been reached on the requisite skills and educational requirements for someone to become a law librarian. Elizabeth Caulfield traced the historical debates on the educational standards for law librarians back to the beginning of the twentieth century. Despite the ebbs and flows of the debate, there is still no agreement.39 Although there seems to be an agreement that “law librarians

35. There have been attempts to rebut Goode’s conclusion that librarianship is not a profession by coming up with a new model to define a profession. See, e.g., Michael Winter, The Professionalization of Librarianship (Univ. of Ill. Occasional Papers no. 160, 1983), https://www.ideals.illinois.edu/bitstream/handle/2142/3901/glisoccasionalpv00000i00160.pdf?sequence=1.

36. This makes it even harder for law librarianship to assert the status of profession, as it seems to presume a reliance on the legal profession. It automatically leads to another important question: what distinguishes law librarians from other legal professionals? That question will be addressed later.


38. Id. at 156.

should distinguish themselves through knowledge,” there is no consensus on what the body of knowledge should be and how to achieve it even within the field. At the early stage of the debate, the expectation was high that “law librarians [should] be knowledgeable about [t]he science of law, library science, and legal bibliography.”

As a result, an ideal degree requirement would be “four years at college, then three years at law school and finally two years in a library school.” But then for a long time (even until today), the debate centered on whether two degrees are necessary, or whether one should be preferred over the other, or even whether the training can be achieved by experience as opposed to formal education. An essential, if not the only, reason for this unresolved disagreement is that no one can clarify what are (or ought to be) the essential tasks of a law librarian. If a law librarian’s job is book keeping, there is probably no need for any formal education, as cataloging and acquisition skills would be sufficient. If a law librarian’s job is to maintain a library, as Dean Arant of the Ohio State University Law School suggested, then whoever knows “something about the requirements of a library” can do it with or without formal education.

People advocating three-year formal legal education usually base their argument on the premise that a law school education trains people to solve legal problems. For example, Miles O. Price pointed out in order for someone to become a law librarian, he must possess “a background of general, technical and legal education enabling him to appreciate the breadth of the problems involved” and must know “how to present and use the material once it is on the library shelves.” But what problems are to be solved by law librarians exactly? Price seemed to suggest that a law librarians’ job is to assist lawyers, who will be the final resolvers of any legal problems.

The debate seems to center around the educational requirement, but the driving force behind it is to seek out what knowledge base and expertise law librarians actually possess and can maintain a monopoly over. Without a clear knowledge monopoly, we will not be able to identify the problems that can be solved only by law librarians or through what methodologies the problems will be solved. Law librarians will not be able to establish autonomy and therefore will not be able to claim a professional status successfully.

Furthermore, throughout the entire debate, there seems to be an underlying assumption that law librarians’ role is to assist lawyers and that law librarians are anxious to achieve endorsement by lawyers. For example, in 1936, William R. Roalfe pointed out that the librarian “cannot play his real part in the law school organization

40. *Id.* at 290, ¶ 7.
41. *Id.* at 290, ¶ 8 (quoting E.A. Feazel, *The Status of the Law Librarian*, 2 LAW LIBR. J. 21, 21–22 (1909)).
44. See Schultz, *supra* note 37, at 157 (“Professor Gallagher suggests that the technical services of the acquisition processing and cataloging of books can be operated without law-trained people.”).
47. See *id.*
unless he is both generally and legally trained."⁴⁸ Lester Asheim, while emphasizing that lack of a law degree would not impair the law librarian, claimed that “it is my belief that [lawyers] will recognize the virtue of expert knowledge other fields as well, and that they will accord respect to a man who demonstrates his ability even in some field other than law.”⁴⁹ John Ritchie’s comforting remarks also demonstrated that law librarians’ eagerness to prove their professional status originated (at least partly) from dependence on the other profession, lawyers.⁵⁰

¶22 Nearly twenty years ago, Richard Danner affirmed the knowledge base as an essential element to define the library profession.⁵¹ Furthermore, he added two very important aspects to the discussion. First, knowledge, along with skills and shared values, are the core criteria of a profession. Knowledge refers to abstract knowledge, whereas skills are more practical: “In practice, professionals and clients alike are more likely to be concerned with whether a practitioner has the current skills or competencies needed to serve the client’s needs, than with the practitioner’s academic knowledge base.”⁵² Values “inform and shape” the professionals’ “use of professional skills.”⁵³ This paradigm implicates two major points. First, a knowledge base is the fundamental component of the three elements. Second, there is an assumption that practitioners in a profession are expected to serve clients (solving problems) using professional skills, derived from abstract knowledge. Again, Danner reemphasized the same consensus drawn through the historical debates about what constitutes a profession.

¶23 Danner understood that the knowledge base is changing. “[T]he knowledge base can be expected to change in response to changes in the information environment as new technologies grow in importance, and suggests specific areas where this will happen.”⁵⁴ He specifically asked what knowledge and skills are needed for librarians to add value to “the information-seeking process in an environment that seems to require less mediation between individuals and the information they seek.”⁵⁵

¶24 The debate about the educational requirements of law librarianship also centered on the knowledge base of law librarianship. However, unfortunately, none of the debaters shed light on exactly what constitutes the abstract exclusive knowledge base. To answer this question, we need to look at the existing studies on the epistemological foundation of law librarianship.

Seeking Out the Knowledge Base—Filling the Gap Between Theoretical Studies and Practice

¶25 One major barrier that the entire profession of librarianship is facing in its claim of professional status is a lack of doctrine—a systematic body of knowledge.

⁴⁹ Caulfield, supra note 39, at 301, ¶ 51 (quoting Lester Asheim, A Proposed Program of Preparation for Law Librarianship, in CHI. ASS’N L. LIBR. PROC. SECOND WORKSHOP ON L. LIBR. PROBS. 37, 37 (1954)).
⁵² Id. at 332.
⁵³ Id. at 335.
⁵⁴ Id. at 329 (emphasis omitted).
⁵⁵ Id. at 316.
But what is knowledge? Epistemology, an important branch of philosophy, studies the theory and nature of knowledge.\footnote{56}

**Epistemological Foundations of Librarianship**

\footnote{56}{There have been many attempts to apply philosophy to the library science studies in the modern age. Robert Labaree and Ross Scimeca summarized six categories of existing scholarship employing philosophy to study librarianship. These categories can be divided into two major benefits: the core benefit is that philosophy helps identify and broaden the theoretic foundations and core knowledge base of the librarianship: theoretically, philosophy (1) incorporates qualitative research methodologies; (2) helps critique and clarify the meaning of terms, concepts, and ideas; and (3) ultimately informs critical thinking about epistemology and metaphysics of librarianship studies. As a result, in practice, philosophy (4) guides librarians to better understand and refute criticisms of their profession such as the library’s role in the future; (5) helps librarians to resolve ethical dilemmas such as combating censorship, promoting intellectual freedom, etc.; and finally (6) helps librarians gain self-understanding and self-knowledge of the purposes of librarianship. In sum, philosophy helps librarians identify the values of the librarianship profession and advocate for more intellectual legitimacy. See Robert V. Labaree & Ross Scimeca, *The Philosophical Problem of Truth in Librarianship*, 78 Libr. Q. 43, 43–46 (2008).}


\footnote{58}{“So far as the present writer knows, Miss Egan never used the phrase in any published writing, but she used it frequently in class lectures and in conversation.” SHERA, supra note 4, at 112 n.8.}


\footnote{60}{Id. at 132.}


\footnote{57}{There have been two major attempts to find the epistemological foundations of librarianship, one by Jesse Shera and one by Luciano Floridi. Both introduced a new component or perspective to the traditional theories of knowledge.\footnote{57}}

\footnote{58}{Shera and Margaret E. Egan proposed a new discipline, “social epistemology,” a term first coined by Egan.\footnote{58} This discipline focuses on studying the epistemology of collective and social beliefs. The principle was first discussed in a 1952 article on examining the foundation of bibliography.\footnote{59} Social epistemology is an obvious expansion of epistemology: “The derivation of the term is readily apparent. Epistemology is the theory or science of the methods and foundations of knowledge, especially with reference to the limits and validity of knowledge . . . . Social epistemology merely lifts the discipline from the intellectual life of the individual to that of the society, nation or culture.”\footnote{60} In addressing the social dimensions of knowledge, [proponents] understand “knowledge” as simply what is believed, or what beliefs are “institutionalized” in this or that community, culture, or context. They seek to identify the social forces and influences responsible for knowledge production so conceived. Social epistemology is theoretically significant because of the central role of society in the knowledge-forming process. It also has practical importance because of its possible role in the redesign of information-related social institutions.\footnote{61}}


\footnote{60}{Id. at 132.}

maximum efficiency the social utility of man’s graphic records,” and in order for a librarian to successfully master the job, he must have “not only a thorough understanding of the nature of that knowledge, but also an appreciation of the role of knowledge in that part of society in which he operates.”62

¶29 Social epistemology is based on four assumptions. First, it is possible for the individual to know the environment with which he has personal contact. Second, the knowledge process is not just based on his immediate personal experience, but is a synthesizing process, whereby “man can achieve an intellectual synthesis with his environment and that that environment . . . includes remote and vicarious as well as immediate and direct experience.”63 The first two basic assumptions are based on the traditional individual epistemology principle. It is basically a recounting of the correspondence theory of truth64 and the coherence theory of truth65 (on an individual level).

¶30 The last two assumptions add the “social” ingredient. Third, “by co-ordinating the differing knowledge of many individuals, the society as a whole may transcend the knowledge of the individual.” And lastly, “that social action, reflecting integrated intellectual action, transcends individual action.” The last two assumptions reveal the core foundation of social epistemology that asserts that knowledge can be gained through a social process.

¶31 Shera argued that in the modern world, it is almost impossible for an individual to gain a complete understanding of the totality of the environment, and thus specialization becomes the only alternative. The only way that specialization “can achieve unity of action” is through “a rational synthesis of the collective contributions for the solution of inter-or-intra-disciplinary or group problems.”66

¶32 Against this background, “a comprehensive and integrated system of bibliographic organization,” if developed, would “meet the needs of specialized groups for specialized information, provide the layman with syntheses and generalizations that would be guides to intelligent social action, and release sources of essential data for continuing research and inquiry.”67 In other words, the social epistemologist believes that knowledge building is a social process in the modern age. Librar-

62. Shera, supra note 4, at 113.
63. Egan & Shera, supra note 99, at 132–33.
64. The classic theory is correspondence theory, originally introduced by Plato and Aristotle and developed by G.E. Moore and Bertrand Russell in the twentieth century. See Labaree & Scimeca, supra note 56, at 57–58. The correspondence theory asserts that belief is true if there is a fact that corresponds to the belief. It has been noted that the U.S. legal tradition adopts a correspondence theory of truth, especially in the law of evidence and defamation. For example, although the law of evidence questions “the accuracy of [a] witness’s knowledge and of the knowledge conveyed to the tribunal, under the heading of ‘credibility,’” it does not question “the knowability of objective fact nor the ‘normativity’ of the fact-constructing process.” Dennis Klinck, Evidence, in THE PHILOSOPHY OF LAW: AN ENCYCLOPEDIA 273 (Christopher Berry Gray ed., 2013) (emphasis omitted).
65. The second theory of truth is coherence theory, which is if a proposition is contrary to another already held-to-be true proposition, then that proposition is not true. See Michael Glanzberg, Truth, STANFORD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY (rev. Jan. 22, 2013), http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/truth/#CorThe [https://perma.cc/U585-9jMU]. In the legal context, Ken Kress proposed seven properties of coherence: Consistency, Comprehensiveness, Completeness, Monism, Unity, Articulateness, and Justified. Ken Kress, Coherence, in A COMPANION TO PHILOSOPHY OF LAW AND LEGAL THEORY 521 (Dennis Patterson ed., 2010).
66. Shera, supra note 4, at 133.
67. Id.
ians not only build connections from individual knowledge to social knowledge, but also stand in between layman and specialists (who possess expertise in certain areas). According to Shera, the role of librarians lies in knowledge management. Thus, the epistemological foundation of knowledge management lies in the core skills and knowledge base that librarians must possess for successful knowledge management that can connect individual knowledge to social knowledge. In other words, Shera seems to believe that the essential role that librarians can play is between individual knowledge and public knowledge, creating a connection or bridge between two ends through knowledge management and skills.

¶33 Shera focused on the social dimension of knowledge, which was considered an unsatisfactory foundation for library and information science (LIS) by Luciano Floridi. Floridi asserted, “should rather be seen as sharing with LIS a common ground, represented by the study of information, to be investigated by a new discipline, [Philosophy of Information].” He regarded LIS as applied philosophy of information and argued that LIS “works at a more fundamental level than epistemology.” LIS studies information, more specifically it investigates “the properties and behavior of information, the forces that govern the flow and use of information, and the techniques, both manual and mechanical, of processing information for optimal storage, retrieval and dissemination.” Therefore, philosophy of information, concerned with both “the critical investigation of the conceptual nature and basic principles of information . . . and . . . the elaboration and application of information-theoretic and computational methodologies to philosophical problems,” should be the foundation of LIS.

¶34 Floridi introduced the concept of information to the search for the knowledge base of LIS. He suggested that the study of information is broader than the study of knowledge, but did not elaborate on the difference between the two or define what information is. But he did imply that the information that LIS studies would be “documents, their life cycles and the procedures, techniques and devices by which these are implemented, managed and regulated.” This leads us to the question of what distinguishes knowledge from information.

**New Proposal: Epistemological Foundation Found in DIKW Hierarchy**

¶35 Shera’s social epistemology and Floridi’s philosophy of information as the core theoretical basis of LIS do not necessarily conflict with each other. However, neither of the approaches reflects a holistic view of LIS studies and librarianship. In fact, I argue that the knowledge basis of LIS can be revealed in the DIKW hierarchy, which includes four essential elements: data, information, knowledge, and wisdom.

¶36 Originally proposed by Russell Ackoff in *From Data to Wisdom*, this new hierarchy not only incorporates both Shera’s and Floridi’s theories of the major

---

69. Id. at 37.
70. Id. at 41.
72. Id. at 43.
73. Id. at 46.
research targets of LIS, knowledge and information, but also includes two other major targets that have not been extensively considered as research objects of LIS: data and wisdom. More important, examining LIS in the DIKW hierarchy helps us to understand the ultimate goal of LIS studies in theory as well as the practical problems that LIS practitioners (librarians) try to solve: the client relationship, and ultimately, the value of the profession. In other words, the DIKW hierarchy provides a more holistic view of LIS studies and the profession both theoretically and practically.

¶37 The DIKW hierarchy has been studied and fleshed out in many different perspectives since it was first proposed in 1989. Several of them are particularly helpful for our discussion. The first concerns the relationship between data, information, knowledge, and wisdom. Although Ackoff in his original paper defined the terms and articulated the differences among the four elements, Gene Bellinger et al. added an important medium to understand the relationship and nature of the four elements; that is, human understanding. By understanding, Bellinger et al. meant a synthesizing process from previously held information or knowledge. The process of understanding reflects two theories of truth, the correspondence theory of truth (from data to information) and the coherence theory of truth (from information to knowledge and from knowledge to wisdom). Besides adding the human component, another important contribution of the article is its assertion that the difference among the four elements lies in relations, patterns, and principles.

¶38 Another important development of the DIKW hierarchy came from C.W. Choo’s study, where he added two additional components within the human understanding transitioning from one element to another. According to Choo, as we move from signals to data, to information, and to knowledge, changes from physical structuring to cognitive structuring and belief structuring occur. The transition from signal to data is a process of sensing and selection. The transition from data to information is a cognitive process involving identifying meanings. The transition from information to knowledge is a (true) belief structuring process involving justifying true belief, as knowledge is commonly identified as true justified belief. The top of the DIKW hierarchy is wisdom, defined as not only “accumulated and abstract knowledge,” but also “the ability to act critically or practically . . . based on ethical judgment related to an individual’s belief system.” The development of human understanding and interaction is embedded in the entire process from the bottom to the top of the hierarchy.

¶39 Each profession establishes its own DIKW hierarchy, and this process is also the process of building a profession. Furthermore, the process of changing data to information is the process of specialized knowledge building and creation process, which involves both physical (correspondence theory of truth based on sense and experience) and cognitive (coherence theory of truth based on inference)
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processes. The transformation of knowledge to wisdom is the process of abstracting principles and values through knowledge and ethical judgments, which will be employed to solve practical problems. The process reflects both the coherence theory of truth and the pragmatic theory of truth.

¶40 Therefore, exploring the identity of librarianship through the DIKW hierarchy (incorporating knowledge theory and profession theory) will help us identify not only the theoretical knowledge base but also the practical problems that librarians can solve as a profession.

**Epistemological Foundations of Law Librarianship**

*Law Librarianship Through the Lens of the DIKW Hierarchy*

¶41 The major difference that distinguishes law librarians from other librarians is that law librarians predominantly work with legal information. The knowledge base may include both library studies knowledge and legal knowledge, but the ultimate problems that our clients try to solve are legal problems.

¶42 Data, according to Ackoff, are "symbols that represent properties of objects, events and their environment." Types of data include any collection of facts and can be stored in any format. They can come from any sources, such as statistical data prepared by a government, research institutions, or individual researchers. Professions in the legal field deal with all kinds of data.

¶43 Information is processed data. It can be processed in different ways. Legal information generally includes primary sources of law, such as cases, statutes, and regulations; and secondary resources such as legal treatises, journal articles, and newsletters.

¶44 Legal information costs can be generally divided into two types of costs: search-related information costs and comprehension-related information costs. Search-related information costs refer to the costs associated with the information-seeking process and activities. During the process, researchers can incur search-related information costs due to time, energy, and money spent on identifying appropriate resources in which to look up information. If appropriate resources are correctly identified, costs can still arise due to time, energy, and money spent on locating exact information within the resources. If researchers cannot identify appropriate resources, costs will be higher, including not only the time, energy, and money spent, but also costs due to financial, legal, and other unintended consequences. For example, if an attorney tries to find a federal regulation, she will first incur costs for finding the appropriate resources that contain federal regulations, such as the *Code of Federal Regulations* or the *Federal Register*. If instead of relying on an official and authoritative source, she relies on a random website found via Google, she may not only waste all the time, energy, and money spent on searching but incur higher financial or legal costs for relying on an incorrect source. Both information overload and information deficiency can add to the search-related information cost.
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Comprehension-related information costs can arise due to lack of accurate understanding of the nature, content, and applicability of certain already-found or available information. For example, the same attorney who already located the exact regulation needed might fail to notice and examine the exemption provision of the regulation and thus fail to conclude that the regulation does not apply to her client’s situation, which falls right under one of the exempted situations. Here, the attorney’s failure to comprehend a key piece of information located causes the failure to find the truth based on all three theories of truth. She fails to find truth under the correspondence theory of truth in that the information she finds fails to correspond to her client’s actual factual situation. She fails to find truth under the coherence theory of truth in that the exemption provision is a coherent part of the regulation, and the failure to comprehend the exemption provision leads to failure to comprehend the entire section. Finally, she fails to find truth under the pragmatic theory of truth in that the information located is not valuable or functional, and failure to identify and comprehend appropriate information causes dire consequences. The two types of information costs can occur at any point during the search process. A searcher’s lack of ability to comprehend the nature, reliability, and function of a resource can incur both search-related and comprehension-related information costs.

Libraries are not producers of legal information, generally speaking. Legal information is usually produced either by the government (for primary sources) or by individual or institutional authors (for secondary resources). However, librarians can play a significant if not determining role in reducing information costs, both search-related and comprehension-related costs.

Knowledge is generally considered as justified true belief, though not without controversy. Social epistemology adds the cultural component to the understanding of knowledge. Legal knowledge reflects both theories. Legal knowledge is a process of knowing. According to James Boyd White:

Legal knowledge is an activity of mind, a way of doing something with the rules and cases and other materials of law . . . What a lawyer knows at the center is how to speak and write the language of the law, in actual situations in the world—how to use legal language to create legal meaning. Legal knowledge is in the end not factual but rhetorical and imaginative.83

Thus, legal knowledge is a process of knowing legal information (and nonlegal, factual information and data).

Furthermore, it is subject to transformation over time, and it is “constantly created and recreated, differently by different minds on different occasions.”84 Legal knowledge is an art of expression by subjective minds, subject to “critical judgment, from the outside as well as the inside, and to propose, or perform, transformations of it.”85 It is also subject to the test of coherence all the time:
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a mechanical or routine way, but calls upon capacities of invention and imagination. This is the kind of knowledge—a writer’s knowledge—that the Code calls upon us to have.\textsuperscript{86}

¶49 Legal knowledge is also subject to the test of correspondence theory and the test of pragmatism theory. Knowledge of law is gained not just through understanding primary legal texts, but, more important, by application and interpretation of doctrinal legal texts to the specific factual circumstances. Knowledge of law includes knowledge of primary laws, knowledge of facts, knowledge of cognitive legal reasoning that establishes correspondence between laws and facts, and coherence between laws and facts. Ultimately, legal knowledge is used to solve legal problems, demonstrating the pragmatic value of legal knowledge. For example, legal scholarship has been considered as a type of representation of legal knowledge. Edward L. Rubin, when discussing methodologies of evaluating legal scholarship, claimed, “the most distinctive feature of standard legal scholarship is its prescriptive voice,” which “distinguishes legal scholarship from most other academic fields.”\textsuperscript{87} Prescriptive voice is asserted by legal scholarship that is “intimately involved with legal doctrine.”\textsuperscript{88} The validity of the prescriptions of a piece of legal scholarship, according to Rubin, can be measured by whether “it actually did persuade the decision-maker, perhaps with the qualification that no calamitous result followed too quickly upon the decision-maker’s action.”\textsuperscript{89} For example, it might persuade a group or audience that “a judge should reach a given decision because certain consequences will flow from that decision, or that the legislature should enact a given statute because it will produce particular results.”\textsuperscript{90}

¶50 Prescription can be based on three types of claims, “norms, instrumentalism and authority.”\textsuperscript{91} Furthermore, as Rubin pointed out, normative arguments almost always underlie the instrumental ones; the legal scholar needs to persuade the judge or legislature that those consequences and results are desirable. Of course, all instrumental arguments ultimately rest on normative choices, but the crucial question for a scholarly field is how controversial these choices are, how far below the surface of the discourse they reside.\textsuperscript{92}

¶51 Rubin introduced four major criteria for evaluating legal scholarship: “a principle of normative clarity or coherence,” “convincing, [in terms of both] the author’s normative claims and his descriptive or expressive means of implementing those claims,” “significance, implying ultimate recognition and eventual acceptance,” and “applicability, whether the work contains an insight that makes sense according to the evaluator’s framework of legal analysis, . . . which suggests that the work contains insight that adds to the evaluator’s understanding.”\textsuperscript{93} Applying these criteria, true legal scholarship, one type of legal knowledge representation, reflects
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three major theories of truth—corresponding to facts, coherent with other norms and doctrines, and of pragmatic value.

¶52 Wisdom is at the top of the paradigm. Jennifer Rowley and Frances Slack, after surveying literature discussing wisdom, summarized the following commonly agreed main facets of wisdom as something that

(1) is embedded in or exhibited through action; (2) involves the sophisticated and sensitive use of knowledge; (3) is exhibited through decision making; (4) involves the exercise of judgment in complex real-life situations; (5) requires consideration of ethical and social considerations and the discernment of right and wrong; and (6) is an interpersonal phenomenon, requiring exercise of intuition, communication, and trust.

This definition involves both sophisticated use of knowledge and sound judgment, judgment based on ethical and social considerations. Ultimately, wisdom is interpersonal and builds trust.

¶53 Wisdom is indispensable for establishing the core values of a profession. In his article, In Search of Core Values, W. Bradley Wendel asserted that the true core value that distinguishes legal professionals from other occupational groups is not the simple loyalty to the clients. Instead, “lawyers are . . . not at liberty to pursue any of their clients’ ends; rather, their obligation is to seek to further their clients’ lawful ends.” Although “[c]onfidentiality and loyal client service are rightly held to be core values,”“the obligations traditionally associated with the public, or ‘officer of the court’ role of the lawyer” are “the distinctive ones in comparison with other occupational groups.” So justice is the ultimate value that lawyers as a profession strive to preserve. Their (claimed) expertise (knowledge and judgment) to preserve, protect, and realize the core values is their most powerful justification for their autonomy and self-regulation.

¶54 Richard Danner surveyed both historical and contemporary statements on professional values of librarianship as a profession. The core values have been consistently and commonly considered as ensuring “ready public access to law.”

Knowledge Base of Law Librarianship

¶55 Identifying the abstract knowledge base of the law librarianship profession requires answering two more practical questions. First, what are the practical problems that law librarians are equipped to solve in daily practice? Second, what are the skills required to solve these problems? The answer to the first question will determine the answer to the second question.

¶56 My methodology is to seek the answer through a close examination under the DIKW pyramid (based on the assumption that knowledge is a process to seek truth in a social dimension) from one phase to another. The examination will also reveal concrete problems that need to be solved at each phase and identify the common skills that are requisite for law librarians to successfully solve the problems. Finally, I argue both normatively and pragmatically that the problems I identified through the process can and should be solved only by law librarians because of the requisite knowledge and skills as well as the mission of the profession.

96. Danner, supra note 51, at 338.
Phase 1: Data

Data is valuable, which can be demonstrated from the fact that almost all countries in the world now have at least two sets of data-related laws: data protection laws and information disclosure laws. The two sets of laws protect two competing interests related to the data, but both demonstrate the value and significance of the data.\(^97\)

However, for data to become useful, it must be preserved, collected, analyzed, and communicated, and then understood correctly. The process from data to information is one of extracting meaning and significance. Meaning and significance depend on several different factors: the accessibility of the dataset, the accuracy of the dataset, the cognitive ability of the data users, and ultimately the purpose of the data use. Technology may help with collecting, recording, and analyzing data, but technology serves only a supplemental role. The meaning and significance of data and data use ultimately depend on human beings. Every step (collection, recording, analyzing, and putting to use or reuse) involves subjective judgment and control at both the individual (data producers and users) and institutional levels. Michael Mattioli identified the following challenges with big data reuse which apply to other data use and disclosure.\(^98\) First, there is the difficulty of aggregating data from multiple sources, as data is “recorded and published in a wide variety of formats.”\(^99\) Mattioli believes that this barrier would be overcome in time as technology evolves.\(^100\)

The second barrier concerns collecting and organizing data that involves more subjective judgment, according to Mattioli. Understanding the source of the data, including data production and data collection methods, is imperative to data users. However, there is a lack of incentives for data producers to disclose their practices and methods at the data production stage. Mattioli argued that not only is there a “lack of affirmative economic incentives to disclose their practices,” but data producers may face strong disincentives to disclosure from regulations.\(^101\) To overcome this barrier requires institutional and government interference to balance the equally important yet potentially conflicting interests they need to protect, such as open disclosure versus privacy, and free market versus government intervention.

Many professions and institutional actors are involved in the data producing and collecting process. Librarians shall play and have always played a significant role in the process, but unfortunately, librarians’ roles have been largely ignored both externally and internally. Public perception of libraries is always related to their collections of physical books. Libraries provide access to books, allow users to borrow books, and offer a place for users to read books. Based on this assumption, pessimists argue that libraries will disappear in the future because digital books will
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eliminate the need for a physical place in which to read or borrow books, and access to books will be provided by computers through the Internet.  

¶61 Optimists argue that libraries will still exist in the future, but will be places to hold computers or to work as incubators, or as laboratories, where users work or learn with high-technology tools and equipment.  

However, the underlying assumption remains unchallenged: future libraries, according to the optimists, will still be physical environments that store computers or other high-tech tools.

¶62 What is missing is the public recognition that librarians have worked with data for a long time, and one of the major values of librarians is their expertise with data. The earliest library classification system, a cataloging system, dates to 1791, when the French government issued the first cataloging code in human history, described as “a paragon of brevity and practical simplicity.” Since then, many library classification schemes have been developed, including ones that are universally recognized in English-speaking countries, such as the Dewey Decimal System and the Library of Congress (LOC) Classification System. Similar systems have been developed in non-English-speaking countries. For example, CCL (Classification for Chinese Libraries) is a subject-based classification system commonly used in China. In Japan, the Japanese Library Association developed its own library classification system in 1956, the Nippon Decimal System, based on the Dewey Decimal System. It has been commonly used in libraries across Japan since then.

¶63 The classification/cataloging systems and rules are what connect libraries with books, not the libraries’ physical locations. However, when the public thinks of libraries, they think mostly of the books, the staff who shelve the books, and the staff who check out books or, at most, the staff who recommend books. Library patrons are rarely aware that these staff members base their tasks on well-developed systems, just like attorneys and doctors do. But legal clients and medical patients are aware that their hired professionals work based on complex systems of principles or theories. Even if people are aware of a library classification system—after all, words like “LOC cataloging” or “Dewey Decimal System” appear on each book that belongs to a public, academic, or government library—they may not recognize the value or importance of the system.

¶64 This is probably why debates on the future of libraries center on the value of the libraries as physical spaces. Pessimists think that everyone can have a computer at home to access all the information and data they need, so we do not need
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libraries in the future. Optimists think we still need a community or a place that provides interactions among people and access to computers or other tools to learn, so the future of the libraries will be as a place holding high-tech tools as opposed to physical books. Both miss the central principle and system behind the libraries, the classification system. Similarly, the value of the public highway system does not lie in the physical tarmac or concrete roads that connect one city to another, but in the highway design and architecture system and the highway regulations. People probably will not be aware of that even if they drive on the highway daily, because the highway itself seems to be concrete and apparent just like the books held in a library. In contrast, the legal system and diseases seem abstract and therefore enigmatic. Not being perceived or recognized does not mean not existing. This lack of recognition threatens a profession, as public perception and trust matter to a profession, as shown in previous debates. But the problem is not unfixable.

As more and more materials become digital, the systems that connect libraries to the users will evolve to cover e-books and other electronic materials. Therefore, the future will focus on cataloging and metadata services, as they provide effective tools to help users understand, access, and use data properly. Understanding metadata rules is important not only to cataloging librarians, but librarians focusing on other areas, such as collection development, reference, and research. In addition, preservation of e-resources (as well as physical formats) is also imperative in the digital era and requires attention and investment in the librarianship field.

### Phase 2: Legal Information

Librarians work with information. Librarians also help others work with information. Two major barriers to information are information overload and information deficiency (i.e., a lack of information). Often, the two barriers exist at the same time. Information overload is caused by too much “bad” information that creates barriers for people to find, use, and process “valuable” information. To overcome the barriers, users need to understand what to search, why to search, where to search, and how to search. For example, if someone with a prior conviction for bribery tries to determine whether he is eligible for an air traffic controller certificate, he must determine first what information he needs. That is, he needs to first find out who issues the certificate and what laws or regulations govern the specific eligibility requirements for the certificate. Once he identifies the exact information he is looking for, he needs to know what resources would contain the information he needs and how to find them. And finally, after he locates the appropriate governing laws and regulations, he needs to figure out whether the laws and regulations apply to his particular situation, that is, his prior bribery conviction.

Each single step involves gleaning valuable information from “bad” information—information that is irrelevant, nonessential or misleading, and confusing. To successfully complete this legal research or problem-solving process, the knowledge and skills required include knowledge of the political and legal system of a country, the authoritativeness of legal information, and the reliable resources that include relevant information. Law librarians and lawyers gain that knowledge from formal legal training at law school and from practice. No other profession possesses this special type of knowledge.
Moreover, the profession that possesses special knowledge on legal information resources is the law librarianship profession, not lawyers. Lawyers understand the nature of the legal system, including what constitute primary and secondary resources and which government branches or entities regulate what. Lawyers generally work with information resources in their specialized areas, but they do not study and examine information resources on a more abstract level or with a broader scope. For example, a lawyer who practices in a heavily regulated area such as tax works closely with the Internal Revenue Code and IRS regulations as well as all the other types of rulings, decisions, and orders issued by the IRS and judicial systems. He may be searching in a tax law database such as CCH or Checkpoint several hours a day, but he probably never spends time scrutinizing the database itself or musing on the accessibility and availability of information resources on tax law in general. When he was at law school, he was taught (probably by a law librarian) to find tax laws and regulations on certain free websites and in electronic databases such as CCH or Checkpoint. When he started practicing law, he was probably given a tutorial on what databases he had access to and how to use them (again, probably by another law librarian). Lawyers, here, are more like consumers of cars, whereas a law librarian knows the nature, the quality, and function of the car, as well as which car to choose among a wide variety of cars.

The expertise of a law librarian comes from her understanding of the nature of information resources, including their accessibility, availability, authenticity, and function, as well as the nature of the information. For example, most law students and lawyers end up using LexisNexis or Westlaw as their primary legal resource (the “car” they drive every day at work); however, no lawyers or students will delve into the inner deficiency of the database unless a problem reveals itself. A typical driver will not be aware of the mechanical problem with his own car until, on a random Sunday morning, the car does not start. Similarly, lawyers relying heavily on LexisNexis or Westlaw probably do not realize that the design of the database, including the searching algorithm, not only determines what they can find, but also how they approach a problem.

Two approaches predominate when it comes to constructing key words for the purpose of legal research: factual key words and key words for major legal principles or categories. Many law librarians critique the factual key words approach as it causes lawyers to approach a legal question based on facts as opposed to legal principles. For example, when asked a question on whether a worker who cleans a winery tank every day is required to wear any type of mask, inexperienced lawyers or law students would start with typing some key words or combination of the key words, such as “winery” and “mask” into the search bar of Westlaw or LexisNexis. If the appropriate primary sources they try to identify include these words, then they are lucky. If it turns out the primary sources that include those words are not relevant to their question, then they may end up wasting several hours moving in the wrong direction.

There are two issues here. First, users are generally unaware of the design of a particular database despite using it on an hourly basis. LexisNexis and Westlaw encourage factual key word searching because it is easier to understand and follow, and it functions similarly to Google, which younger generations were born or raised with. But the problem is that not every single word appears in the primary text of laws, regulations, or cases. Furthermore, although history repeats, each
single case scenario is unique, especially in its factual details. By using this key word searching approach, inexperienced lawyers or law students jump right into search- ing without first thinking of the governing principle or laws. Experienced lawyers or experts, on the other hand, would ask first, what is the more general question being asked here? Who regulates the people who employ workers cleaning tanks? Is the word “winery” really that important? What is so special (or not) about the win- ery industry? These questions to ask at the beginning of the search process involve so-called expert thinking. In other words, experts tend to recognize a pattern when it comes to thinking about problems.109 Commercial vendors such as LexisNexis and Westlaw have neither the incentive nor the obligation to promote this type of thinking and reasoning. However, law librarians have both the expertise and the obligation to teach more sophisticated reasoning and analyzing skills in legal research. To develop expertise in this field, law librarians must develop knowledge of the design and infrastructure of information resources, including commercial databases, and also expertise in legal research and problem-solving process. The latter requires actual and constant research, which many librarians (including law librarians) do not perform.110

**PHASE 3: LEGAL KNOWLEDGE**

Page 109

Knowledge is true justified belief. It involves constantly testing information gained against reality (per the correspondence theory of knowledge) against the higher system or other knowledge (per the coherence theory of knowledge) and against the consequence of applying the knowledge for problem solving (per the pragmatism theory of knowledge).111 More important, it is a process, a process in social context. It requires interacting and communicating with others. Legal scholars interact and communicate with others as part of the process of polishing their legal scholarship, which then influences others’ gaining knowledge. Study of “good” legal scholarship, including articles and treatises, is important to everyone in the legal profession. Making “good” scholarship available and accessible is a primary task of law librarians. This task involves not only the principle of what constitutes “valuable” scholarship (criteria may change based on individual circumstances and individual needs), but also an understanding of the nature and features of the information resources that contain “valuable” scholarship. Furthermore, librarians should engage with other colleagues, patrons, and professionals in general to communicate their own knowledge, as knowledge is a constant process. As Butler and Goode have suggested, librarians must produce scholarship to thrive as a
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profession,\textsuperscript{112} as knowledge kept to oneself will not survive as knowledge. It must be communicated to others to keep it as a moving process.

**Phase 4: Wisdom**

\textsuperscript{¶} 73 Wisdom, at the pinnacle of the DIKW hierarchy, involves every single transition down to the bottom of the hierarchy (data, information, and knowledge) and integrates and combines them into a higher level. It requires sophisticated understanding and use of data, information, and knowledge to achieve high-ended goals. In the legal field, the development of the legal system and principles reflects the development of wisdom. Librarians can play a significant role in the process. In the past, classification of legal information guided by West’s Key Number System (primary legal information, cases), as well as the Dewey Decimal System and the Library of Congress classification system, directly affected the development of U.S. legal system and legal principles.\textsuperscript{113}

\textsuperscript{¶} 74 Daniel Dabney, while critiquing the closed nature of West’s Key Number System, identified the main contribution and influence of the system: first, it classifies the entire legal system including categories of legal problems; second, it directs the way people think of legal problems and what legal questions to ask. Precisely because of these significant influences of the West’s Key Number System, the closed nature becomes a more serious issue:

> If an idea doesn’t correspond to something in the Key Number System, it becomes an unthinkable thought. The essence of a classification scheme is to be a closed list of the salient ideas in the literature it serves, and when the system, by omitting an idea, implies that the idea is not sufficiently salient to be included, it can be an obstacle to considering the idea.\textsuperscript{114}

As the legal system and legal principles are constantly evolving and developing, the closed nature of the key number system can be a serious barrier for further development and innovation.

\textsuperscript{¶} 75 The Key Number System is based on the fact that the U.S. legal system is a common-law system driven by cases. This is definitely still true, but not without changes. For example, administrative regulations have become more and more important, both in the legal field and in people’s daily lives. Federal and state agencies regulate almost all areas of people’s lives, from labeling pickles to recalling cars. Core primary administrative laws are regulations, agency decisions, and orders. An appeal against an administrative law ruling generally first requires exhaustion of administrative remedies.\textsuperscript{115} The U.S. administrative law system, viewed independently from other primary sources of law, is a regulation-based as opposed to a
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decision-based system. There are hundreds of federal and state agencies in the United States. Although all agencies are required to publish their regulations and rules, agencies issue all different kinds of guidance, manuals, decisions, and orders in a wide variety of ways. It is a complicated and yet disorganized system. Updating agency decisions is also cumbersome. Although Westlaw and LexisNexis have started to cover agency decisions in their KeyCite and Shepard’s functions, many other materials are not otherwise covered. For example, in Westlaw, the Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission’s administrative law judge and commission decisions are covered by KeyCite, but standards interpretations issued by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) are not. Someone researching whether a particular OSHA standard interpretation is still effective will find KeyCite unhelpful.

¶76 There are many areas like this, and commercial vendors may not have an incentive (financial or otherwise) to invest in solutions. But a law librarianship profession that considers “equitable and permanent public access to legal information” as one of its core organizational values does have the obligation to promote more clear organization and accessibility of agency publications such as standard interpretations. Furthermore, this is an area in which law librarians can “add value to ‘the information-seeking process in an environment that seems to require less mediation between individuals and the information they seek,’” a partial answer to Danner’s question.

¶77 This is not a goal that can be accomplished by an individual or even by a few libraries; it is a goal that requires institutional support and the collective expertise of the entire law library profession. Moreover, if the library profession strives to add value to the process of creating wisdom, the profession must be supported by institutional norms. Adding value requires financial, intellectual, and institutional investments, but it is worth the investments, as it promotes the core value of the library profession and gains public trust and recognition, something librarianship as a profession generally lacks.

Implications for the Future

¶78 Law librarianship is a profession: it has an abstract knowledge base focusing on information resources and knowledge building; it helps others not only to solve practical problems but in solving problems for others it also possesses core professional values that are crucial to society as a whole. However, librarians’ main work objects are moving targets: information, knowledge, and even wisdom are constantly changing. Just as Danner correctly pointed out, “the knowledge base can be expected to change in response to changes in the information environment as new technologies grow in importance.” Furthermore, technology is not the only factor that drives information, knowledge, and wisdom to change. As DIKW shows, these elements change by nature.
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Therefore, law librarianship as a profession must constantly strive to keep abreast and even get ahead of changes, both of which require institutional and collective efforts to build a learning profession. Donald Schon, when establishing a theoretical framework for building a learning society, stated:

We must learn to understand, guide, influence and manage these transformations. We must make the capacity for undertaking them integral to ourselves and to our institutions. We must, in other words, become adept at learning. . . . We must become able not only to transform our institutions, in response to changing situations and requirements; we must invent and develop institutions which are “learning systems,” that is to say, systems capable of bringing about their own continuing transformation.¹²⁰

Peter Senge, in The Fifth Discipline, argued that a learning organization requires five key components: personal mastery, mental models, building shared vision, team learning, and, most important, system thinking.¹²¹ “At the heart of a learning organization is a shift of mind,”¹²² in other words, “metanoia.” To find metanoia, we need a shift of mind as a profession and as individual librarians. We need to identify librarians’ role in the transformation from data to information to knowledge to wisdom. Instead of observing the transformation from outside, we need to move ourselves along with the transformation. We need to realize that we are not just to respond to changes; instead, we are an important part of the change. We make the change happen. To find metanoia, we need to implement a shift of mind on all three levels—individually, locally, and nationally. Therefore, we need to add a new perspective to the debate on the expertise, skills, and educational requirements of law librarians: that is, how to be an organic and driving force of change in the DIKW process.

¹²¹ Senge, supra note 1.
¹²² Id. at 12–14.